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Abstract.
The complementary differential operator is devised to decouple two coupled partial differential equations with variable coefficients. This complementary operator transforms two coupled partial differential equations into a pair of uncoupled equations either of (i) fourth order, (ii) third order, or (iii) second order. The conditions for the existence of linearly dependent solutions for two coupled equations with constant coefficient is also discussed. The method is applied to the propagation of two sound waves in liquid helium at finite temperatures.
1. Introduction. A physical system that can be described in terms of a certain number of variables, say Ui , u2 , ■ • • , un , is frequently characterized by a system of partial differential equations that relate these variables. We shall consider a system characterized by following two partial differential equations:
Lu -S '"A" i&+?
*»• £+**-"■ m where fa , g{ , and h are continuous scalar functions of the space and time variables unless stated otherwise, Aif , Bi, C are 2X2 matrices with constant elements, and u is a column vector function with two components ux and u2 , i.e.
u = ui ,w2J
The two variables Ui and u2 will appear in both equations if at least one of the matrices has a nonvanishing off-diagonal element.
In the theory of the system of equations, the first problem is, often, to deduce an equivalent partial differential equation for Ui , or u2 , alone. The well-adapted technique is the method of elimination [1] , Despite the straightforward calculation involved in the method of elimination, it has the following two basic deficiencies. First, the method has only limited applicability. The success, there, depends primarily on the coefficient, g, , and h. Second, the order of the highest derivative appearing in the coupled equation is, in general, higher than that of the original equation.
The raising of the order of the derivative is an inevitable operation imbedded in the elimination process. Consequently, the initial and boundary value problems associated with the equivalent equation deduced by the method of elimination are expectedly complicated.
The coupled partial differential equation occurs in various fields of applied science such as fluid mechanics, theory of elasticity, wave propagation, nonequilibrium thermo-*Received May 8, 1967; revised manuscript received May 1, 198S. [Vol. XXVII, No. 1 dynamics, etc. Yet many interesting initial and boundary value problems are still largely unexplored. Among many practical reasons, basically this may be attributed to the complexity in dealing with the higher order system. It appears, therefore, worthwhile to develop a method of decoupling whereby the system of equations may be decomposed into two equations of the lowest possible order, and each equation contains only one dependent variable. From the methodologic point of view, this problem resembles the inverse problem of decomposing the Klein-Gordon equation into the Dirac equation.
The present investigation is motivated by the pioneering work of Clauser [2] , who analyzed the behavior of the magnetohydrodynamic field in terms of independent modes. The present method developed herein is called, for the sake of convenience, the method of irreducible operators. It consists of transforming system (1) into two equations, each of which is of the lowest possible order and contains only one dependent variable. The two operators governing two dependent variables are irreducible operators. In contrast to the method of elimination in which the uncoupled, or equivalent, equations govern ux or u2 , the method of irreducible operators, in general, deals with the two variables, say v1 or v2 , which are linear combinations of the original dependent variables ux and v2 . At the outset, the form of the linear combinations is left arbitrary. This arbitrariness introduced by the transformation of two variables together with the complementary operator, devised in the present investigation, are subsequently utilized in decoupling system (1) . When the proper complementary operators required for the decoupling contain no derivatives, the two decoupled equations obtained will be of second order. If the proper complementary operator with constant coefficients does not exist, we proceed to search for the complementary operator containing first derivatives. If this decoupling is successful, the resulting decoupled equation will be of the third order, and so on.
Besides the advantage of decoupling system (1) into a system of equations of order lower than the equivalent equation obtained by the elimination, the present method appears to have greater applicability than the method of elimination.
In Sec. 2, some basic properties of the similarity transformation of 2 X 2 matrices are recapitulated under the spin matrix formalism. The reduction to irreducible operators, the complementary differential operators, and four basic theorems concerning irreducible operators of fourth, third, and second orders are presented in Sec. 3. Finally, in Sec. 4, an application of the method of irreducible operators is demonstrated in the study of the propagation of two sound waves in liquid helium at low temperatures.
It is found that the density and thermal waves each have two different propagation speeds. The solution yields the well-known fact that at zero temperature the density wave propagates at the first speed of sound, and the thermal wave propagates at the second speed of sound. Within the present formulation, the multiplication of two matrices is AB = apbfa0 + (a0B + b0A + iA X B).
Define the complementary matrix1 A* as follows:
A* = a*<r,
where a* = a" , at = -ak .
The inner product of A and B, denoted by {A, B), or (B, A), is defined as (A, B) = (B, A) = i(AB* + BA*) = afb,a0 .
The norm of A is (A, A) = \{AA* + AA*) = AA* = afap*0 .
Consider the matrix A = af<if , and let a = apo-p be a nonsingular matrix; then the similarity transformation of A by a can be formally expressed as a rotation of the fourdimensional vector A = apo-" by a 4 X 4 orthogonal matrix S.
A -> A' -a lAa = (det a) 1apSpT<rT = SprapaT -a'T<rT ,
A' = SA,
where Spr are the elements of the matrix 5 multiplied by det a and are given as follows:
The following important properties of the S matrix can be shown directly from (10): (a) Orthogonality relation:
S,,S" = . 
A basic operation occurring in the theory of irreducible operators is the simultaneous diagonalization or triangularization of two or more matrices. Whereas a condition for the simultaneous diagonalization of two matrices A, B is the commutation of A and B, this condition possesses a simple geometrical interpretation under present formalism. This and other related subjects are discussed in the remaining part of this section.
Definition
1. Two matrices A, B, are said to be parallel, written A || B, if they satisfy the following condition: 
Since the sufficiency can be proved without recourse to the particular formalism adopted in this paper, together with the fact that the proof requires additional lemmas and theorems in linear algebra (see, for example, Gel'fand [3] ), it is not reproduced here.
From Lemma 1, the following corollary is readily obtained.
Corollary.
The necessary and sufficient condition that two matrices A and B can be diagonalized simultaneously by a similarity transformation is that A || B.
The following remarks, stated without proof, are useful in the later development.
Remarks.
(1) Any two nonparallel matrices A and B cannot be made parallel by repeated similarity transformations.
(2) The transitivity law of parallel matrices does not necessarily hold: i.e., if A || B, and B \\ C, then A may or may not be parallel to C.
The following lemma is derived from Remark 3.
Lemma 2. If A \\ B, and A is a nonsingular matrix, then A || AnB, where n is a positive or negative integer.
Proof. For n = 0, the assertion obviously holds. For n = 1, the proof of A |j AB consists of showing the following equality: The quantity inside the braces does not vanish because A* and B are nonparallel. Hence, in order that the above equality hold, a20 -A*-A* = 0, implying that A is a singular matrix. Since the proof is independent of matrix B, the result holds for any matrices. It is, however, to be pointed out that all the left cosets with respect to A* are also singular.
3. Reduction to irreducible operators from eq. (1).
Definition
2. Ui and u2 are called modes of nth-order if they are solutions of the equations L^Uy = 0 and L2u2 = 0, when Lx and L2 are nth-order linear operators. If Ui is governed by the nth-order operator with a known inhomogeneous function li{u2) (i.e., L\U\ = U{u2), L2u2 = 0) where h is some linear operator, then ih is called a mode of quasi-nth order. The modes which are governed by the irreducible operator are called fundamental modes.
The system (1) may possess modes of fourth, third and second order, or quasi-fourth -third and -second order, depending on the nature of the functions , <7, , and h{ , and the matrices A,-,-, 7?,-, C. In the following, the class of Eq. (1), which may be decomposed into two fourth order operators or quasi-fourth order, will be studied first. Subsequently, we shall study lower-than-fourth order operators.
Let us define the following complementary operator to the operator L.
L* = tt A dXi + /3"' d^i + 7ii d^i 1ii + 6i
where au , fin , 7,,-, tu , «i and are, in general, arbitrary complex numbers with 
where Dln4)<r0 is the operator containing the diagonal cosets, and jBf'ffp is the operator containing the difference of the residual and the complementary residual operators. Superscripts represent the highest order of derivative in the operator. representing two fourth order partial differential equations. For the coefficients to be zero, IS independent conditions listed in Table 1 iti =F iR23)o2 -0, 10 independent conditions, which can be easily deduced from Table 1 , are to be satisfied for each case. Table 1 . Note 2; For R{3)ap to be triangular, only the coefficients associated with particular off-diagonal elements, say the 12 element, must be equal to zero. This gives rise to 10 independent conditions. + (712 + e») dy dx + e,2 fla. 0. Table 1 must be satisfied for R^'cr,, to be a diagonal operator, whereas 10 independent conditions must be satisfied for R("3><rp to be a triangular operator.
Conditions for the Vanishings of the Coefficients
(iii) The cosets A*Aki , A*Bh , A*C, ■ etc. appearing in Eq. (28a) are all parallel. In the following section we shall investigate the class of Eq. (1) which may be decomposed into two third order operators, or one third order operator and one quasithird order operator.
Define the following complementary operator L* = £ B*(aigi £t +£{ g) + C*h,
where a, and /?,-are complex numbers subject to the following restrictions a, + Pi = 1. where E{a2)cra is the operator containing the diagonal cosets, and /2pl)<rp contains the difference of the residual and complementary differential operators. In analogy to the previous analysis, the following theorem is established.
Theorem ii. A system (1) possesses modes of third order or quasi-third order when one of the following conditions is satisfied: (i) The cosets B%AU , C*A,•,■ , B*;Bt , and (7*5; in Eq. (32a) are diagonal or triangular with zeros in the same off-diagonal entry, (ii) , and C*An are either diagonal or triangular, and all the coefficients associated with the derivatives in R^o? are such that R^a,, is either diagonal or triangular with zeros at the same entry. For R^cr,, to be diagonal, 4 independent conditions, for the case of two independent variable x, y, listed in Table 2 must be satisfied. For R^v? to be triangular, 3 independent conditions must be satisfied, (iii) The cosets 5*4 , C*Ai;-, B*B, , and C*B, are all parallel.
The possibility of obtaining two second order irreducible operators occurs when all the matrices appearing in Eq. (1) are parallel. The reduction to two irreducible operators is done by either diagonalizing or triangularizing through a similarity transformation as was done previously.
Theorem iii. A system (1) possesses fundamental modes of second order, or modes of quasi-second order provided all the matrices are parallel. 
Po , T0 , are the density and temperature of the liquid helium at some reference state. p, , p" are the density of the super-fluid and the normal fluid and p is the sum of p" and p".
S is the entropy of the liquid helium.
At absolute zero temperature, the density wave propagates at a velocity approximately 31/2 times that of the velocity of the thermal wave. Both waves remain undistorted during their propagation.
At a finite temperature, the nature of the wave propagation is expected to be quite different from the case of zero temperature.
To investigate the behavior of two waves propagating at a finite temperature, we propose to consider the propagation of an initially triangular shaped thermal disturbance, and a rectangular shaped density disturbance introduced between -a < x < a, as is shown in Fig. 1 
where A is the second matrix appearing in Eq. (42b). Notice that A + A*, and A*A are matrices proportional to an . Equation (43) can be decomposed into two second-order operators:
Here X, , X2 , are inversely proportional to the square of the two sound wave velocities Ui and U2 as follows:
£/2 1_ Equation (44) implies that the density wave is, in fact, two distinct waves propagating at different velocities. Therefore, it is expected that the initially rectangular density disturbance will split into two distinct waves. Unfortunately, the splitting of the rectangular density disturbance into two waves cannot be predicted from Eq. (44). It is essential, therefore, to prescribe two density waves at some later time as initial data, so that the wave patterns at subsequent times can be predicted.
The necessity of prescribing two initial density waves is attributed to the fact that Eq. (44) is of fourth order. An obvious way to avoid this apparently inconvenient situation is to use the method of irreducible operators, as is shown in the following analysis.
To obtain the fundamental modes of second order for Eq. (42b), we diagonalize the second matrix of Eq. (42b). According to Theorem III, \p is transformed as ^ = cup, where a -apcrp and <P = <Pi .<P2 -1 Then multiplying Eq. (42b) on the left by a , the two-by-two matrix a is so chosen that a 'Aa is diagonalized. The appropriate elements of a are given as follows: Notice that tpi is the first density wave, whereas (as -ia2)(p2 is the second density wave; similarly (ai + ia2)<pi is the first thermal wave, and <p2 is the second thermal wave. <Pi and <p2 are governed by the following wave equations:
VV, -Xi ||r = o,
V>2 -X2 = 0.
Xa , X2 are those given in Eq. (45). Specializing to the case of one-dimensional wave propagation in the x-direction, we have <px = (p'xix -UJ) + ip\{x + Uit), (49a) ip2 = <p 2(x -U2t) <p+2(x + U2t).
Noticing that <p\ , <f>\ , ip~2, <p+2 remain invariant along their characteristics, one can now construct right-and left-running density and thermal waves, if <p\ , <p\ , <p~2 and <p\ are prescribed initially. Let the amplitudes of the initial density and thermal waves be given by 2p,(x), and 2Ti(x). Since half of the initial density and thermal waves propagate along negative characteristics,
x -Uit, x -U2t, one can construct right-running waves from the initial value <p^(x, 0) and <p~2(x, 0) computed from Eq. (47): fV, P.W -(«i -ia2)Ti{x) <Pi{x, 0) = 2 2 ,
1 --a2 -/ Ti{x) -(a, + iot2)pi(x) ,r VzKxi 0) = 2 2 (50b) 1 --a2 For an initially rectangular shaped density wave and a triangular shaped thermal wave as shown in Fig. 1 , two density waves and two thermal waves are calculated at t = 0.2 sec. and t = 0.4 sec., respectively.
It is seen that the first density wave is compressive, whereas the second is a rarefaction wave.
Finally, it can be shown from Eqs. (46b) and (46c) that both a.i -ia2 and a1 +■ ia2 vanish as the temperature approaches zero, thus agreeing with the already established fact that the density wave propagates at the first speed of sound, and the thermal wave propagates at the second speed of sound.
